Printing
Posted by Puma7 - 2012/10/06 06:05
_____________________________________

Hi,
I have a short question.
If i print (under manager) a overview of my next two weeks then:
1. I want to Print from Monday to Friday and he also adds Saturday and Sunday
2. The printing takes extreme long. Is it possible that he prints in colors? Not only in gray scale? (it's like printing a picture)
I use 2.10 b120 x64

P.S.:
I changed the language from German to English. Than Rainlender looses the color formation from my dates. The "red
important" entries become blue and normal. But it changes back to Red if i change back to German.
============================================================================

Re:Printing
Posted by Jorge_Luis - 2012/10/06 12:44
_____________________________________

Welcome to the forum, Puma7.
Hi, I have a short question.
If i print (under manager) a overview of my next two weeks then:
1. I want to Print from Monday to Friday and he also adds Saturday and Sunday
2. The printing takes extreme long. Is it possible that he prints in colors? Not only in gray scale? (it's like printing a picture)
I use 2.10 b120 x64
P.S.:
I changed the language from German to English. Than Rainlender looses the color formation from my dates. The "red
important" entries become blue and normal. But it changes back to Red if i change back to German.
The Printer from Rainlendar2 doesn't have many options and can't be customized.
Using some ideas, I made a skin to create a HTML file, which could be read in any browser and can be customized.
1. I added today the option to show/hide the weekends (I think is that what you want)
2. You can change the hex codes (#xxxxxx) in the generated html file.
The categories are stored by name. If you use German then the categories would be in German and cannot be
"understanded" by the English localization. If you want to achieve this always, the I recommend you to enable the option:
right click -> advanced -> general -> Store English category names.
Check here for the skin and the instructions
============================================================================
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